**In English** I will be:
- Writing my own version of a familiar story.
- Writing stories inspired by different authors.
- Writing a recount.
- Writing poems.
- Writing a persuasive letter.
- Learning about grammar and using punctuation in my writing.
- Practising my spelling of common words and spelling patterns using the scheme Read, write, inc.
- Working on my spellings using the scheme Read, Write, inc.

**In Maths** I will be:
- Counting, partitioning and calculating – counting on and back, comparing, ordering, reading and writing 2 and 3 digit numbers, adding and subtracting of 1 and 2 digit numbers.
- Securing Number facts, understanding shape – solving problems involving numbers, money and measures using a number line, describing and visualising 2d and 3d shapes, addition and subtraction facts to 10.
- Handling Data and Measures – organising information using lists and tables, measuring and comparing lengths.
- Fluency, Reasoning and Problem Solving – Confident at calculations and problem solving.

**In RE** I will learn about:
- Creation and New Beginnings.
- Signs and Symbols.
- How Jewish People celebrate.
- Mysteries - Advent.

**All Creatures Great and Small**

**In ICT** I will learn:
- About e-safety and using the internet.
- To log on and off using my password.
- How to write a simple algorithm using a computer program.
- To use Textease Studio to write text and to improve my skills at drawing and painting.
- Researching a topic on the internet.

**In Music** I will be singing and learning to play the ukulele with Anna.

**In PE** I will be improving my skills in Games, Dance and Swimming.

**In History** I will learn about life in the past and find out about Edith Cavell, the significance of Remembrance Day, make poppies and look at the poppy paintings by Georgia O'Keffe.

**In Science** I will:
- Learn about what habitats and micro-habitats are and how animals adapt to their habitats.
- Find out about how minibeasts and their habitats.
- Learn about the lifecycle of butterflies.
- Find out about food chains.
- Find out about my brain.

Visit by the Minimonster Roadshow

Trip to our local library.